Ford truck wont start

There are many different issues that can cause the problem. This article is written with the
assumption that you are looking for a way to get your Ford F started now, and is meant to
provide you with practical advice to help aid in the diagnosis. There are really two main ways
that a vehicle will not start. Just use the jump list below to move to your particular situation.
But, there are less things to troubleshoot than if it were cranking but will not start. Here are
some of the most common issues that cause a vehicle to not crank:. While the battery cables
are not necessarily the most likely issue to cause your F to not start, they are some of the
easiest to diagnose. You can take a look at the battery poles where the cables connect. If there
appears to be green or white corrosion all around it, cleaning them may help get you back on
the road. If your battery no longer has enough charge to turn the starter, your F will not start.
You can take your battery up to the local parts store, or even Wal-Mart, and have it tested to see
if it is still holding a charge. A bad alternator can cause your battery to lose enough charge to
start your F When a starter goes bad, they will usually not give you much warning first. Also, if
you are stuck somewhere and are trying to start your F, the old beat the starter with a hammer
trick is not a wives tale. It really can get that one last start out of it. There are a lot of issues that
can cause your F to crank, but not start. The engine needs air, fuel, and a spark in order to run.
It is highly likely that if the engine is cranking, but not starting that it has thrown an OBDII code.
It is definitely worth it to use an OBDII scanner to check and see if the engine has thrown any
trouble codes. These codes will tell you what the computer is saying is wrong with your engine.
By looking them up on this site, or just Googling them in general will lead you to a detailed
diagnosis of that code. Without the proper amount of fuel getting into the combustion chamber,
the F will crank, but not start. One of the biggest issues that causes a vehicle to crank but not
start is ignition issues. When there is no spark, the engine will not start. Ignition issues can be
caused by many things, including bad spark plugs , bad coil packs, bad plug wires, computer
issues, and more. The crankshaft sensor can go bad as well. When these sensors go bad, it can
be impossible for your F to start. Most modern vehicles come with smart keys that have
electronic protection built in. This makes it more challenging for thieves to steal them. There are
occasions where this security system will cause the F to not start. There are a lot of issues that
can cause your F to not start. There are many reasons that your F may not start. Tracking them
down can be downright challenging. With enough time and patience, you can diagnose exactly
what is wrong. Good luck with the diagnosis. If there is anything that you would like to add,
please leave a comment below. Thank you. Battery Cables While the battery cables are not
necessarily the most likely issue to cause your F to not start, they are some of the easiest to
diagnose. Battery Charge If your battery no longer has enough charge to turn the starter, your F
will not start. Otherwise, it may be the starter that you need to look at. Ignition Issues One of the
biggest issues that causes a vehicle to crank but not start is ignition issues. Security Most
modern vehicles come with smart keys that have electronic protection built in. Other Issues
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use the FordPass app to remote start my truck almost every day this time of year. Been working
beautifully until yesterday. Yesterday and today it failed to start - the start button on the app
spins like usual for about 5 minutes then reports an error. Starting with the key FOB works just
fine. Would love to avoid a trip to the dealer! Any thoughts? Both phones had an update
available for the FordPass app so I installed it and tested again; same results. It sure seems like
the issue is specific to my Ranger itself and not the app, internet, phones etc. Last edited: Dec
7, Zaph Well-Known Member. Mine didn't work yesterday, but I'm in the middle of a monster
steel building and most of the time I don't get signal. But watching the thread just in case. If I
would get on my companie's wireless would it work? I'm not really sure because their firewall is
kind of a pain in the ass and blocks a lot of sites. But in general if you can get on wireless
Fordpass can work from that right? Hey I wonder if there was some Fordpass server downtime
yesterday. A quick test today from home and mine worked. So for me it was just a matter of
getting phone signal. Maybe a complete uninstall and reinstall of the app is in order for you.
Maybe try a different phone. T-Wrecks Well-Known Member. I had to master reset sync to get
mine to work the first time. This was advice from customer service. Mine intermittently works as
well. I'll either get a message saying the App is not responding, the App forgot my vehicle, or
my truck didn't start. Wish I would have just gotten a remote start integrated with my key fob,
like my previous Fusion. Traneman Well-Known Member. Mine hasn't work for 2 months, Did all
the reset I could do on my end. Took it to the dealer, and they can't figure it out. Stockranger

Well-Known Member. But usually I can attribute it to the cell service or my phone acting up. It
usually works after a second try or the next day. Interestingly it worked twice yesterday when
away from the house. So odd, it worked flawlessly every single day for the past weeks without a
single hiccup until this week. Tracy Bowman Well-Known Member. The other day, when I was
about to walk out the door at work, I started my Ranger with Ford Pass app. While making my
way across two very large parking lots, I remembered I had driven the Hyundai Accent that day
It cracked me up thinking about the shock my husband would have if he happened to be outside
when the Ranger cranked up. It's good to be able to laugh at yourself sometimes. Update - so
after two days of it consistently not working, it has worked every time since. Both at home and
elsewhere, no issues. I dont know what could have been going on but whatever it was it seems
to have passed on its own. So strange our other Ford vehicle worked find during the period the
Ranger wouldn't remote start with the app. If it comes up again, I'll post an update here just to
keep a running history of the issue. Since it happened in the first few months of ownership I
fully expect it will happen again. Yes mine has been terrible lately too. I've had to uninstall and
re-install to get location to work. It hasn't updated info in almost 24 hours despite a re-install.
Today, i tried to unlock the doors for my wife to put something in it. It said "unsuccessful" , but
did in fact unlock. It is a nice feature when it's working Floyd Well-Known Member. Can this
service be locked out by techs working on these trucks to avoid the possibility of a remote start
when being serviced. I am sure that it won't start with the hood up but it might when on a lift or
if someone is under the truck doing work. You must log in or register to reply here. The Ford F
pickup is a strong truck. It's equipped with an eight-cylinder engine and comes in a variety of
trim lines. But if it doesn't start, it is just a strong truck you can't use. Whether yours has
two-wheel or four-wheel drive, a crew cab or a regular cab, the steps for troubleshooting an F
that won't start are the same because the basic mechanics of the truck are the same. Clear out a
possible flooded engine. If you have cranked the engine twice and your truck hasn't started,
press the accelerator to the floor and turn the key to the start position. By pressing the
accelerator, you will shut off the fuel supply and this will clear out any excess fuel if your F is
flooded. Check the gas. Adding a few gallons. If there is an electrical issue with either the fuel
gauge on the dashboard or in the sending unit, you will get a false reading on the fuel gauge
though the tank may actually be empty. Attempt to start your F again once you have added fuel.
If you have actually run out of fuel, you will need to cycle the ignition between the on and off
position a few times to allow the fuel pump enough time to get fuel to the engine. Also, you will
need to crank the engine for a longer period of time after running out of fuel than you would
during normal start-ups. Reset the fuel pump shut-off switch, especially if the truck has
received a sudden jolt, such as during an accident. This is one of the safety features of the F to
prevent a fuel spill or fire during accidents. To access the switch, open the passenger door and
take off the access panel. With the ignition in the off position, press the reset button on the
switch. Attempt to restart your F Check the connections on the battery terminals to make sure
you have a good, solid connection. The battery is in the engine compartment, directly behind
the headlight on the driver's side. Tighten the terminals with an adjustable wrench if necessary.
If there is excessive corrosion on the terminals, clean it off with a wire brush and try to start
your truck again. Use a spark plug wrench to remove all eight spark plugs, one at a time, and
inspect the tips. A spark plug that's dirty or has a broken tip will not provide enough spark to
ignite the fuel in the combustion chamber. If necessary, replace the spark plugs. Ford
recommends replacing the spark plugs every , miles. Change the fuel filter to ensure you are
getting adequate fuel pressure. Ford recommends changing the fuel filter every 30, miles. The
fuel filter is located in a metal cylinder on the top side of the engine compartment. To access it,
you'll need to remove the plastic cover that is held on with two bolts. Once you have changed
the fuel filter, attach a fuel pressure gauge to the fuel line. Crank the engine and have someone
else take the reading, which should be 30 to 45 PSI. If the reading is lower, the fuel pump has
failed and should be replaced. Dwight Malone is a journalist who has worked for various
Chicago-area newspapers, including the "Chicago Tribune" and "Naperville Sun. Malone
studied journalism at Eastern Illinois University. Step 1 Clear out a possible flooded engine.
Step 2 Check the gas. Step 3 Reset the fuel pump shut-off switch, especially if the truck has
received a sudden jolt, such as during an accident. Step 4 Check the connections on the battery
terminals to make sure you have a good, solid connection. Step 5 Use a spark plug wrench to
remove all eight spark plugs, one at a time, and inspect the tips. References Ford F Owners
Manual. If your F is equipped with the optional block heater, Ford suggests plugging it in at
least three hours before starting the vehicle if the outside temperature is F or colder. The block
heater will warm the engine compartment, the battery and the fuel and make it easier to start
your F Adjustable wrench Spark plug wrench Fuel pressure gauge. There is good fuel psi, just
changed the fuel pump relay. So what would the problem be? I would start with adding fuel

injection cleaner to the fuel, maybe clean throttle body, maf, egr and then change fuel filter
cheap start and wont hurt. Meinh answered 6 years ago. I just had no fuel pressure and crank
but not start. Code reader said "error". Garages said I probably had bad fuel pump. Swapped
relays and found PCM relay was bad. Replaced that and starts and runs great. Code reader
"error" was a clue. No power to the computer, it can't read codes. No computer power is a major
fault but can't be read by code. Gary answered 5 years ago. Haven't tried to put carb cleaner yet.
Im pretty sure the fuel pump is going out. He said the truck was bucking like it was starving for
fuel. I am a technician but never thought of taking the bed off. Im going to try it and let you know
how it went. My f died on me. I gave jumps, my mechanic says the brains is bad. I'm thinking its
the PCM relay is bad. I had a jump start from a tow truck and he said I'm not getting any fuel.
Fshay answered 5 years ago. I got a f 5. It turns over but won't crank. I can tap the relay and the
fuel pump stays on tap again it goes off. With the pump running it still won't start. When the
pump is running it stays on all the time? Neasy answered 5 years ago. II have a ford f I just
replaced the fuel pump and I am still not getting any gas to motor. Engine cranks but will not
start. Tried spraying starting fluid into throttle body while cranking engine, it tried to start but
didn't. The fuel pump is turning on, I can hear it. The ignertia switch, according to auto store is
good. I am at a loss here. Any ideas please Fowner06 answered 5 years ago. I have a f
Yesterday I was driving and it suddenly died on me, after that it would idle but when gas is
pressed it would die.. Now it won't even idle, I here the fuel pump buzzing. When I put my code
reader on it won't power on, I checked fuses and they are good.. I just bought the truck, please
help. Thank you all in advance. Dripper answered 5 years ago. After turning it over over and
over,it would get better and better. Hello everyone.. I been reading all questions and man I need
some help of my own. I have a Lincoln navigatior. I couldnt afford to take it in so it sat for a
week. I have no check engine light on and a family friend came over on weekend had me buy
brand new battery because mine was no good and cleaned the fuel connection. Well it started
right back up. And he turned off and again started right back up. Well later that day I went to
store and guess what it didn't turn on. I tried 6ti. This morning went to check to see if it would
start and it did. Afternoon as well. But 3 hours later went to start it again and nope won't start.
Can someone please explain why my truck is doing this please. TxJoker answered 5 years ago. I
have been having the same problem for 3 yrs now. Every winter or when it is cold my Expedition
5. I know the fuel pump is not coming on and I know that I have to turn the Ignition on and off
again and again until I hear the fuel pump come on. Then it starts right up. This year when I hear
the fuel pump come on I start it and sometimes it runs for a few seconds and dies and
sometimes it starts and runs fine. I really need to fix it but still not completely sure what it is.
Chucksf answered 5 years ago. Those 5. Hey Chucksf,very good find! Very good
troubleshooting! JDank answered 5 years ago. Alot of the new fords have a fuel module on the
frame above the spare tire! These are factory sitting on the frame with salt and or moisture sits
between the frame and module and it will crack!!! This happened on my 04 f 4. Think I should try
the fuel and pcm relays?? Yep my F 4. Ok I changed the crank sensor and cam sensors , got a 5
second idle and then won't start again! Same as before?? I'm going to pick it up with my loader
by Monday lol! Any other ideas? So you are sure the inertia switch is not tripped? Reply back
with answer to all above. Not tripped,FPDM is good checked it with my other 04 f , pump cycles
2 seconds, try to start and once a day I get a 5 second start then dies, 60 psi , no to little spark,
changed crank and cam sensors! I'm getting fuel, it's for sure no spark. I put gas directly down
the throttle body and it never hit. If the truck sits for a day I get the 5 second start up! Only code
that came up was P oil temp sensor but the truck has started long enough with it being 30 here
in northern ohio. Would this for sure stop this truck from firing, beings that it's a solenoid in the
cam? Ricky answered 4 years ago. I went to auto zone and code said I wasn't getting enough
fuel pressure. So I changed the fuel pump. Then my truck cranks with no start. So we changed
the fuel pump relay and checked the fuse and it's all good. I'm checking the fuel pressure and it
says I'm not getting anything, but when I turn my key I do get the hum for about 2 seconds. And
my inertia switch has been checked and it wasn't ever tripped. JDank answered 4 years ago.
The codes were saying gas was too lean and I told them all the sensors I recently changed and
they had a list they printed off possible things and fuel filter was last thing on the list I didn't do
yet. So we tested it and it had 15 psi. No the filter was already checked. My regulator.. Do I have
to take manifolds off to get to it? My truck still isn't running. Jesshd answered 4 years ago.
Repair shop asked if I had a seperate key fob for the viper securiy system - I said no didnt even
know it had that My husband has a ford f that kept cranking but wouldn't start so I searched the
internet and found someone who changed the FPDM. I called an auto store yesterday and found
one. He took old one out that was corroded and rattled, put the new one in and it fired right up.
Stevieray4 , just learning how to use cargurus, probably should have been in a different spot
but appreciate yr help. I will drive out today n test the red security light and listen for fuel pump,

tried second key; had a guy computer sync keys to standard security system after in tank dual
fuel pumps shorted out and keys are ok square black. JChrisCloud answered 4 years ago. Just
had this issue with my F 4WD 5. All my fuses and relays were good. Went to pull cam sensor,
and water temp sensor Final analysis, in MY case, it turned out to be a three volt voltage drop at
the positive battery terminal. I aborted the stock terminal, which was comprised of this terminal
block with three red cables coming from it. I replaced that with a honkin' aftermarket battery
terminal, cleaning both pos and neg terminals on the battery. Truck fired right up. I'll post pics if
I can figure out how Oh yes,i see the 2nd pic now. Went to check truck and they sent it to
another place with an electrical guru, I will let u know what he finds out. No, he said this guy is
the guru that the dealers send it to when they dont know. Well, the electrical guru found that
when JPC put in my engine the wireing harness was routed wrong and was too tight accross
valve cover, when a small wire was rubbed and the was revved it would short out a coil over,
then finally a bigger hot wire was rubbed and it shorted lots of things Fowner06 answered 4
years ago. Okay, so my f 5. I have change my plugs and bad coils, Change oil on time, and just
had a full engine diagnostics done. Nothing is wrong with anything internal. They said it sounds
like valve chatter, maybe sludge built up. I also had popo codes a while back, I ran emissions
cleaner in my gas and the CEL is gone. I know that doesnt mean my cars are good now. When I
am at a constant speed and hit the gas it bogs down and jumps to accelerate. With over drive
off, it does better. Maybe cause higher rpm?.. Im puzzled on How I can stop the tapping and fix
the bogging issue. About 6 month ago would not start, called road service waited about an hour
and tried it and it started. No problem for 3 months. Had same problem over a month ago at
home, waited 45 minutes and it started. Last Sunday same problem. Flatbed it to Ford place for
repairs. Said it was the fuel pump HootGibson answered 4 years ago. Check oil level. If level is
low the level sensor breaks circuit to fuel pump and when oil drains back into the pan and
covers the sensor the circuit is again complete and engine will start. OR a dead short! I know a
guy who has a F 4. Stevieray4, I have the same engine as you, Ford F 4. Out of the blue it died
on the way home. Michael answered 4 years ago. Ok guys I habe the issue it seems a lot of you
do. Still haven't seen any solutions.. So here's the deal. The truck would not start after eating
lunch one day tapped the tank a little bit and it started up.. Drove it back to work wouldn't start a
few taps later it started Fuel pump right!!! Changed the fuel pump and fuel filter made sure
pump was pumping gas before I hooked the lines back up. Now it will not start. Have fuel out of
pump have fuel pressure on the fuel rail. If I give it a shot of starting fluid it will fire up Help
please this is my work trick and it's costing me money. Los answered 4 years ago. Ok I need to
see if anyone can help me figure this out. Replaced the fuel pump because the old one was not
coming on. Still the same thing is happening or isn't happening depends how you see it
Cranking but not turning over. Theft light is flashing, fuel pump is not starting no humming and
no fuel getting to the motor. Changed both PCM and FP relays, added oil because it was a little
low and even tried to see if the screwdriver to the solenoid would work and still nothing is
working. Was given to us after our vehicle got washed away in a flood so all I have are regular
keys. Had the truck for about 10 months and now all of a sudden this happens. Any thoughts?
Thanks Stevirray4 is there a fix or work around? Why all of a sudden would it stop while I was
driving and why would it at up out of nowhere? Perhaps it might be something as simple as a
disconnected antenna ring around the ignition cylinder? Senglade answered 4 years ago. Thank
you stevieray4, once i could see the fuse box with a fashlight i was able to find the inertia
switch. Which tripped, apparently when i was banging in the plastic cover over the fuse box.
Pushed button down and started right up. It all started when my radio died and i checked the 5
amp startup fuse, then had a hard time putting it back in. Installed new radio and back to
normal, thanks again. Mazda,Mercury etc. Happy Motoring! Jmac answered 4 years ago. I have
changed the fuel filter, 65 psi at the rail, I have changed the Crank shaft positioning sensor P
code came up, no other codes still hesitates, coils are fine. Dawn answered 4 years ago. My
Ford ranger has been doing this for 18 months now Every four to six weeks, it will crank but not
start Sometimes it starts after five minutes, sometimes an hour, and has taken up to six hours,
but eventually starts Not very dependable tho Fuel system has been checked out numerous
times with no findings Alarm system disabled, all pressures are good Wish I had an answer Fuel
pump always engages even when no start occurs My 98 F 4. The time of the delay depends on
the temperature of the weather. Then the check engine light blinks one time, very fast. The blink
is so fast, you have to be looking right at it or you miss the blink. Once it blinks, the truck starts
perfect. As the temp. When it's 30F or lower, I need to turn the key on and wait for up to 20
minutes before the hum stops, CE light blinks, and the truck will start. Once it starts, the truck
runs perfect, whether sitting in idle, or stomping on the gas peddle. Before the engine light
blinks, it's a crank but no start. Out of the hundred or so "crank no start" situations I've read
online, I haven't read any of them that say anything about an extended prime time that varies

with temperature so I'm hoping by asking, someone will have experienced this and can shorten
my trouble shooting experience. As a footnote, I bought the truck two years ago from the family
of an old man that had died. The truck had 9k miles on it when I bought it so it had done a lot of
sitting around. I now have 30k on it. The problem has existed since I bought it, but has gone
from a 5 minute wait at 30F to a 20 minute wait. The truck has a recall on it due to corroding fuel
tank straps and will be going to a dealer for that work in a week. Can you please tell me where to
start Stevieray? Temperature has no affect on what you described. Firewater23 answered 4
years ago. Looks just like mine only difference is color mines gold and it just did the nostart 1st
time today ugggh it dont sound good from what iv been reading. Ok,if it has the thick black
key,then it has the PATS security system! Sorry in Oregon and we got hit wit freezing rain last 2
days i just left the tru k after i wrote here ,i did vo back up and beat om the tank with rubber
mallet and no sounds,when you turn the key on you can hear a slivht clickand hum. But not
2sec,long OH AND THE light gos out security SO not thinking its this i forgot my start fluid so
couldn't give the test and i did put a gallon and half gas in it just to see if tbe guage is off juzt
picked this up for 1g thouvht i vot a decent deal i did order a fuelpu. I will check that the next
time it does its trick. I just jinxed myself I know, but I will check for the theft light. I am in FL, I
think my truck may have water damage. Should I just get a rubber mallet? Dawn,first, what kind
of vehicle do you have? If the FP motor has a flat spot, after reading all this, i believe that is my
problem will it eventually die completely? Just wondering how long i can use the rubber mallet
trick. Oh, I forgot to mention that it is a Ford Ranger 6cyl. I have a F and i cant get it to start but
it will crank over. What could be the problem, someone please help me. My F 4. Yesterday, it sat
about 30 minutes between run okay for several miles, sit for 30 minutes, fail start on crank, then
start on 2nd try and runs fine. Today it was about 6 hours between start okay, 6 hour sitting,
then fail to start, 2nd key turn starts up okay and runs okay. Will check 2nd second FP prime
run and pressure check tomorrow. And is this device just a fancy relay that is driven by the
PCM? THEN look at the back of it where it mounts on the frame rail you will know if it is
bad,believe me,it will be rusted out and shorted on the circuit board,my f 4. Problem of not
starting has not repeated today. I have read all your posts here in this threada nd they are very
helpful. Will report back when I find out more. Thanks Again! I'm curious to find out.. Took me 1
whole year to find this truck as its just what I was wanting at an okay price. Still starting okay. Is
it possible to pull bed on this model to replace fuel pump?? If not, possible to cut access hole in
cab floor?? I live on a very limited budget and this next 3 years I'll be in the back country
sometimes mile from a town. What about cutting an access door in bed for fuel pump
replacement?? Fuel Pump Module Assembly is right there on top of the tank.. Thanks, awesome
instructions and feedback. Will post back what I find out and what I end up doing with own pics
to share. Tenac1 answered 3 years ago. Tried rubber mallet, still no start I think, like your
situation, it has finally died in my driveway. Not sure if i hear it prime or not When i turned it on,
i thought i heard the fp for 2 seconds but on second try, i am not sure that i do Hard to tell if i
actually hear the fp in the gas tank or not No matter what the outcome, I have learned things and
appreciate the info you have provided here! OR,get helper,remove the gas cap,put your ear real
close to where the nozzle goes in if you were pumping fuel at a gas station. Key On: 40 psig.
Truck has never had a lot of power but, can tow 2, pound travel trailer easily. MPG is around on
Highway No trailer but, gas hog around town. Are these pressures okay? Thanks, Bobby. No
Leakdown on when key is turned off. If just key on and then key off. Pressure to fuel rail
remains at 40 psig. No leakdown. Engine still starting okay. If it were either the crankshaft
position sensors or camshaft position sensor, would it throw a code? No Codes so far related to
this problem. I did find that my PCV valve is sticking open and causing high idle in the morning.
Still hunting issues. Will report when I find out what is cause of infrequent no-start situation.
Thanks, will you know what my researching and guessing proves to be true. Concerning the
PCV, hose, tube I knew about both ends being a source of leak. I also can not afford to have a
shop work on my truck. Oh,I can't either.. I very much appreciate it! The first thing I fixed on my
truck was the blanking digital odometer. Used same youtube video and fixed the cold solder
joints. Worked ever since. Your Power Locks! I have same problem. When I push the power
door lock button on doors all it does it click and locks jiggle. Was this same problem your truck
had and if so, how'd you fix it? Is it possible I got a bad batch of gas? My truck is now losing
power and this all started after putting gas in my truck. I hope its not cats as it was fine one day
and low power next day. No Codes at all!! Any help will be very much appreciated. Yes,my locks
were doing the same thing and this tin foil fix will fix it,like i said,they work like they are on
steroids now,and i did mine several years ago. Stevieray4, Will attempt to repair door actuators
next week and Thanks for detailed info and youtube links! Yesterday, I hooked up my fuel
pressure gauge and taped it to my windshield after pulling my windshield wiper fuse. Then I
drove around for 5 miles and my truck ran perfect. Lots of power. High RPM acceleration is

Okay. Fuel pressure never went under 32 and went up to 40 pounds under acceleration. But the
day before it had a loss of power. Cats should not be the problem; right? If that stuck open it
could also lower power on load. Will let you know more as I find out. Roger that! I order parts
from RockAuto. Will update what I find out. Did not drive truck today. You can't beat RockAuto's
prices and even the shipping is cheap! I know all about Autozone,believe me,but i do use them
as a reference for part numbers sometimes.. I just changed em 2 months ago,got 83, miles out
of em and very little dust,front and rear! I just took a picture of the Odometer when i came in
bout an hour ago. Wow- Lots of miles. I have the new plugs and have some PB Blaster. Any
other concerns on the plug change out? AND NO,never done anything to my engine! Thank you
for COP pulling cautions. I have always used the rubber hose trick on any plugs I can not
physical see to fist start them. Glad that your truck has held up. Glad your truck has held up so
Great!! I have NO doubt at all that your truck with the 4. All the plugs,and coils can be removed
and installed without taking the fuel rail off,and i didn't put a torque wrench on em,i just
snugged them down good! Got a new fuel pump after it not starting for a week Crazy thing is -it
started up one time two hours before the pump was changed, after not starting for a week and
no sound from fuel pump!!! Anyway, so far so good, but the day before yesterday, no blinkers at
all.. And I too have a passenger side window problem and driver side door lock problem not a
new problem Tin foil?? Your fuel pump was bad, and it was probably the one from the factory
,mine was. Yes,the tin foil trick works. Hazards working? Stevieray4, Still have not repeated the
no start syndrome. My battery terminal clamps OEM Ford appeared okay on outside but, after
dissecting them, I found clamps were very badly corrided and 1" down each cable pure white
coating. I cut off the corroded cable and installed new terminals. Previous post above discussed
a not start problem because of lack of voltage to computer during cranking. Maybe this was the
problem. I drove for 3 days with fuel pressure gauge taped to my windshield and pressure was
always between psig. I installed a new steel PCV valve and back manifold rubber boot. Most
people would not of found that,and i have seen them pure white the entire length of the
cables,but it's rare and glad you found yours. Oh yes,if the computer does not see the correct
voltage,then the computer gets real stupid,but smart and tries to compensate for low voltage!
Well i hope that ends your Gremlins and they are gone and don't know the way back! Today, my
truck died coming to a stop just before getting on the highway but, engine started right back up.
I took off the fuel pressure gauge yesterday; errrgg. I don't think its a fuel issue. It acted like
possibly the Idle Air Control Motor closed and killed the engine. Is this possible? Since I got the
fuel pump replaced a week ago, the blinkers work only sporadically. Just went and checked
them and they are working fine as are the hazards. I will take it back to my uncle who changed
the fuel pump and have him check as soon as i can get it over there My passenger window has
not worked in over two years. Driver side window works If I hit the lock doors button on my door
or on my key, only the passenger side works. It has been this way for a year or so. I have to
manually lock and unlock the driver's side door, as the buttons on the key or door do not work
Oh yeah, and when the blinkers are not working didn't check the hazards then there was no
clicking, no sound at all GuruWHFW answered 3 years ago. First thing! I have not had any
problems in several days. Dis answered 3 years ago. Cranked but would not start. Had to get it
towed home of course I was out of town. Next morning hubby went to work on it and it started
right up. Changed the fuel filter anyway as he had already purchased it. Drove it to work Monday
- Thursday, started fine. Went out after work on Thursday and did the same - crank but would
not start. Hubby came and picked me up and left truck at work overnight. Next morning he
brought me to work and tried starting it and it started right up. After work it started right up
again and I drove it home. Fast forward to this week, drove it to work Monday no problem. Went
out to go home Monday and it started but immediately died. Then did the crank but not start
problem again. Hubby drove me to work Tuesday and after work I tried starting it again. Started,
immediately died and did the crank no start again. I have been researching online to try and
figure out what to try next as I don't have money for the shop. What order should we check
these things in? My fuel pump is working fine - I can hear it engage. Sorry, I don't know the
engine size but it is a regular cab. I will read your reply to my husband and see how it goes. I
have literally been all over the internet and watched a youtube video by jimthecarguy who was
working on a ranger with the same problem and it was a bad inertia switch that caused the
problem. We disconnected it to replace the fuel filter so my husband was thinking it could
possibly be faulty? That is why it was on the list. And yes, you can hear the fuel pump engage
when the key is turned to the on position. Ok, gotcha! So not the switch. He will check the
power to voltage to the fuel pump this weekend when I am able to get it home. Directions to take
the bed off would be very helpful, thanks! I will let you know how it goes. Do you know if the
pump is inside the tank? And I will have him try the starting fluid too. He said it is fuel injected
so that wouldn't work, but I told him I saw someone on youtube spray it somewhere in the air

intake? And it worked for them so he thought that would work. Just haven't had time to work on
it at all yet as it is still at my job and he can't work on it here. We will have it towed home
Saturday if we can't get it to start. Thanks for all your help! B Fuel pump is in the fuel tank. C
Starting fluid is shot in to throttle body. Hold Throttle down and 2 second blast of starting fluid
and then crank engine. If engine starts like it wants to run for a second or two the Ignition is
okay and most likely fuel issue. Stevieray4 is expert here and he has helped me a lot. Here is
another Ranger Fuel Pump bed removal video. In this one the guy jacks up his truck, removes
tires and uses 2 long 4"x4" timbers to slide bed back so he could replace his fuel pump.
Stevieray4, I finally got around to cleaning the IAC valve and replaced plugs. What a pain the
plugs were. I found a snail and a small rock in 2 of the plug wells. I used an inspection mirror
and flash light to see all was clean before pulling plugs.. Now I got a new problem as I have a lot
more power. Now the engine revs too fast when I goose it. Is there a way to keep RPMs below
4,? The truck has K on it and a little lower end tick when it first starts up 1st time each day.
GuruXHHY answered 3 years ago. Omg I have similar issues above, after 2 secs hear the pump.
Replaced a battery, cleaned connections, have a new fuel pump, just did a tune up and oil
change One thing I notice it hestitates when idling at times. Stevieray4, sorry for bad question
on RPM. It was a rough day changing these plugs. No, not idling at 4, Before the plug change
my truck was a dog and bogged a lot going up hills. Cylinder 4 spark plug look like it had been
in the engine a lot longer than the other plugs. Now, after the new plugs, when I push the gas
pedal to the floor, transmission downshifts as normal but, the RPMs go super fast over 4, and I
have to back off the throttle witch makes it upshift a gear. It has a lot more power with new
plugs. Is there a way to check the Throttle position sensor Ohms resistance. Maybe the TPS is
causing the transmission to shift late stay longer in lower gear than normal under full throttle. I
have similar issues above on f 4. So far, I replaced the battery, cleaned all connections, have a
new fuel pump install with regulator built inside pump, just did a tune up plugs and boot and did
a recent oil change. Add fuel injector cleaner to last 2 fuel ups One thing I noticed the rpm drop
to when idling at times. Further noticed the gauges after turn vehicle off bounce after 30 secs
once when off. Any help would be appreciated. We found no error codes-no engine light issues.
The cluster is also tied in to the anti-theft PATS system. Did you notice if while cranking the
engine if the the "Anti Theft" was still blinking? Was the no start immediately only on first turn
of key and then it started on 2nd turn of key? I assume your drop to at idle in your question
should be RPM at idle. It sounds like there could be 2 or more problems. Cluster gauge bounce
is most likely not related to the no start immediately unless the gauges bounce during starting
attempt. Have you verified the fuel pump pressure at the fuel rail test point? Did you verify the
original fuel pressure regulator is not loosing pressure? Also, the Crankshaft Sensor fails or
bad connection or contamination can cause a no start immediately too. If you inspect this
connector I had to take off my fan Belt self tensioner to get to my crankshaft sensor make sure
to put dielectric grease inside the connect it to keep contamination out. The Mass Air Flow
sensor can also do this and this sensor seems to fail most of the time do to heat or on a hot
day. You would think that a code would be set for either of these 2 sensors but, a lot of people
say they don't find codes set. The crankshaft sensor is not too expensive but, the MAF sensor
is very costly. When you replaced the battery did you check the cable ends at the battery. If they
are the original cables the copper wire near the terminals but, under the cable insulation
corrodes enough to cause problems with current getting to the PCM. The problem on my f 4.
The cable that went to the started conducted lots of current but, the cable going to the power
distribution box PCM power source was corroded. The corrosion was not too far in to the cable.
I was able to cut back 2" of cable where there was no corrosion and install two new battery
terminal clamps. The EGR valve can also cause a idle drop too. Hope this is helpful. Let us
know what you find out. Revbobby Thank you for your well detailed replied! I will keep an eye
on the anti theft light next time this happens. The cable ends to the battery were good below the
instillation, only knew this bc the Ford unsealed battery was leaking and replaced with a sealed
battery and checked the cables. The fuel pressure prior was good on the old pump but gauge
we used wasn't reliable but fuel was at inlet oddly other times it wasn't Ford said the relay is
inside the pump. So will look into pcm relay which has given me problems in past and recently
reprogrammed 6 months ago. Will look into crankshaft sensor and MAF. Did have MAF
problems in past also that required cleaning. Will also check idle air control valve and throttle
body butterfly for cleaning needs. Your help is most appreciated! So, yesterday truck wouldn't
start again. This time noticed no fuel running thru line and pump not engaging. Was like, go
figure the new replacement fuel pump is bad or clog in the line. Out of desperation for an easier
fix, swapped out the fuel relay fuse with the air blower relay fuse and BINGO truck started right
up! Picked up a new relay fuse Fingers crossed! GuruXHHY, glad to read you have found the
problem. I'm hoping a flaky relay is my problem too. Well it's Friday I switched fuel relays with

AC blower hoping that would work which it did until today. So that didn't work. Turns that per a
friend of a friend who works at ford. Fuse 27 been having problems and ford even has a quick
fix kit for it. Well pulled 27 and it was burnt beyond recognition. Pulled the tow package use
which was similar amp. Once again bingo! Starts right up! I also noticed my rpm issue is now
gone. Once again crossing fingers will place the fuse swap kit on and see what happens
hopefully nothing bad next Friday Happy Motoring Totally agree, common it's Good Friday!
Your idle issues are identically to my f When I changed fuse 27 it was great So now I decide to
put the new fuel relay fuse in, put a new 20amp in However, now the idling issue started again I
ll need to check those ERG ports. The throttle body was very clean when I checked the other
day. Still no codes on mine. Like you said It has not acted up for almost a month now. Still need
to clean EGR valve. Have replacement pump on hand just in case. Hoping it does not act up
while I am camping. Thanks for all your help and Thank You! Trish answered 3 years ago. I cant
read the some of the answers so im in the same boat What should i do.. Please help me. Trish
Not sure what your exact problem is but I can tell u the issue with failure to start at times was
resolved by replacing and relocating the fuse 27 which is for fuel system. They even offer a
relocation kit thru ford. What are you having a problem with? Describe what your problem s are.
Hi stevieray4, I'm back after a few months and 2, miles of travel. This week after filling up my
tank my truck would not start. It acts like its starved for fuel. I put the pressure gauge back on
the fuel rail and will drive it for a month like that. I check press each time I turn the key on and
watch for pressure. If pressure, start to see if it starts. No Codes. The grimlins must be back. I
can just need 2 more years maybe K. Concerning my no start. I did not fill the tank. That's when
it did not start on 1st crank but, did start on 2nd crank. Then a few miles more. It sputter like it
was not getting fuel. Even if the fuel pump was not spinning from maybe a bad spot on the
armature and not starting, once it pressure up, it should not of sputtered IMO. That was several
days ago and I start the engine every day and it works so far. I have the press. Checking for
pressure each time I turn on the key. When I started my truck this morning it pressured up to 38
psig with key on. When I started cranking and engine started the fuel pressure dropped down to
10 psig just for a second and then it rides ad about 32 psig. Never below 32 psig. Strange but,
I'll post what happens in future. Stevieray4, have you ever seen a monitor that a person could
for fuel rail pressure sensing? I searched and do not find one anywhere. I know basic analog
electronics dealing with relays and opti-couplers to use digital signals to and from the
Raspberry Pi. I was thinking of building a monitor for my truck. It would sense the pressure at
the fuel tap and voltage at the "roll over safety" witch on wire going to the fuel pump and 12
volts at the fuel pump relay. Not hard to do this. I could do it in a few days after finding pressure
sensing device. Pressure would be a more difficult. And this would be a Linux System on the
Raspberry Pi. What else would I want to monitor additionally? Just using lights on a small box
with analog voltage and grounding sensing would be the 1st try. One light for fuel pump
pressure rail. One light for 12 volt to fuel pump from safety switch. One light for power to Relay
activation. One light for Power to fuel pump side of relay. Gould also have 2 lights for safety
switch. Would this be cool? It may help me and since no codes, I think others might be wanting
something like this too. Very small niche market though. Not high tech but very cheap to make. I
have started the design of my analog multi-LED bypass tester device. I'm also going to wire in a
Relay socket where a person can test there Fuel Pump Relay on my device. Also, a way to apply
fused 12 volts directly to the Fuel Pump. To protect the PCM there will be at least 2 diodes. One
will dump transient voltage spikes generated by Fuel Pump Relay Testing and to prevent back
feed voltage from affecting the upstream circuit. Might use an oil pressure switch that will do
the jog. Anything above 10 PSIG will work for now. I've built many analog devices like this in the
past. I built a relay system for my brother so he can manually turn on his sprinkler systems 3
zones when he is fixing things. Should have it done before Christmas :. Here is prototype
schematic. Will start building in couple weeks after getting all parts and tine to build it. Its the
first drawing. Now I have to build the prototype for "proof of concept". Hooking wires to relay
wires will be the hardest part. I think I'll get an actual relay and make a insert - splice adapter.
Where original relay can plug back in to original socket and wire leads back to my test device.
Its going to be a slow process and I hope I don't need it before its done. Hope, Hope. Hi
Stevieray4, My "no start issue" with my truck is now happening more often. The problem is a
drop in fuel pressure on cranking the engine but, it always pressures up to 40 psig with Key On.
Then on every starts on same day Key On 40psig then crank and pressure drops to 0 psig and
stays there until. I cycle Key - On - Off 4 or 5 times and 40 psig comes back. Pump is really quiet
and hard to hear if it is running. Not sure yet if I wait 10 mins or so if the pressure will come
back on the next ky On Will test this today. And its a fast drop from 32 psig to 0 when it fails to
maintain pressure. I'm going to hook up a LED light to the wire going from the inertia safety to
the fuel pump and see if the electrical drops out. Also, would it hurt to pull the vacuum line off

the fuel regulator and once engine starts, put vacuum line back on fuel regulator and see if the
problem goes away? Correction to above comment. It does not always pressure to 40 psig when
Key On. Actually - When pressure drops to 0 zero it may take 4 or 5 key on - key off cycles to
see pressure return. Once the pressure is up and engine starts, It will run perfect for hours.
Never any indication of fuel pressure drop once engine starts. I will check the vacuum line at
Fuel Regulator for evidence of fuel; Thanks! Great Suggestion!!! My Truck is a with 4. Then not
so much by 2nd owner but, he had a Ford Reman Auto Trans installed. I have NOT installed the
new fuel pump kit. I plan on rebuilding it when I have to pull it. Let me check the fuel pump
vacuum line right now. No fuel or fuel vapor at Fuel Regulator vacuum hose. I then plugged the
vacuum hose and started the engine. The pressure gauge almost wen to 0 psig but, then back
up to 32 psig. Almost like it was late starting. I know that if the crank sensor is not sending a
signal to the PCM the fuel pump will not turn on. Nothing pointing to actual cause yet. Next step
is to wire up an LED on wire at out of inertia safety switch going to the fuel pump. I don't have
time right now to build my fuel circuit Analog Test Device. Relative sink and I am helping her.
Any thoughts on why, "almost zero pressure before fuel pump starts on engine start"? I made a
mistake when I replaced my fuel pump! I ordered one off of ebay? I then went to a scrap yard
and bought a used assembly,been in there for a long while now. I did it on a timing belt kit
Dayco for my ole Camry. I did not see a FPDM above my spare tire. I had no codes but, will
check again. I saw that when i was having fuel pump problems.. Part Number SU Now I'm at a
lost! On my Truck, 4. So, on this configuration the pump when on is at full speed and the
pressure regulator controls the fuel pressure to the injectors in response to vacuum at the fuel
rail. Seems to be the most simplest setup. I have read this configuration also wheres the pump
out faster. Does your 4. Thanks for the info. So far, I only have a very slight knock if I let the
truck sit for over 2 days. And I only let it happen once. So, I installed a manual momentary push
button to the stater solenoid to pre-prime the engine before starting and no knock since. I think
the timing chains have been done around K as this truck for the first 13 years was owned by a
Corporation who had Ford do all the work per car-fax. There is evidence that the front main seal
was leaking a lot but, currently not leaking a drop at K. I'm hoping this is the case. So, next will
be the fuel pump. I'm still going to make my tester but, make it less complex to make. Only
going to monitor, Pressure at rail, Powers at relay and power from inertia switch to fuel pump all
in a neat little box. This way, it can be used on all models to help diagnose fuel system issues.
Thanks again for your help. Stay tuned! I changed the gear oil in the rear differential 8. Also here
is a picture of my truck with the bed off,and the evap fuel tank pressure sensor is the one in the
middle of the filler hose and vent hose on top Thanks for the info and pic of tank top. I've got my
Volt Meter on the feed wire to the fuel pump and pressure gauge on fuel rail but, it has not failed
yet. First time it does I'll know if its the pump like you said and I be your right too. Well keep you
posted. Andy answered 3 years ago. Stevieray4 Just to clarify about the PATS if the theft light
comes on blinking all the time and don't go off then I need to get that taken care of first then
find out if there is anything else is why it won't start. Hi Stevieray, Since we have the same size
bed could you estimate can be low as I factor in safety weight without tailgate for my bed. Just
looking for ball park weight number so I can test my brothers winch lift before deciding to lift
bed off or just drop from bottom. Thanks, And I understand that any number you provide is not
scientific and should not be considered the weight of my truck bed and that I assume full and
absolute responsibility for my own decisions and actions as I work on my truck to save money.
A follow up to the fuel pump not pressuring up. This only happens in CA. It acted up when I was
here earlier this year and never acted up in Arizona. Then the very first tank of California
Reformulated Summer blend gasoline and I did not get 1 mile away and it started acting up
again. Electrical to pump tested at inertia safety switch wire going to fuel pump at 14 volts but,
no pressure to fuel rail. Still sometimes days between failures. Can the CA gas be causing a
drag on the Fuel Pump? Still going to replace it but, if it is CA gas, a lot of people going to be
screwed over time. The bed weight is around pounds for the short box. The tailgate comes off in
bout 5 seconds,just lift the cable clips up over the studs on the sides,tilt the tailgate out on the
passenger side and it slides right off of the pivot shaft on drivers side,easy. Here is what I did to
remove my short bed. Get a can of PB Blaster,get under the truck and spray the 6 bolts that
hold the bed to the frame one day before removing them you will see the frame clips on the
frame rail with a nut made onto the bottom of them that the screws go through. I call them pan
head bolts or button head and they are a "TORX PLUS 50" TP50 although I used my regular torx
socket bit T50 and it worked with an 18 inch breaker bar working back and forth gently so you
don't strip out the hole where the bit goes on,if you do strip it,you will have to grind the head off
and buy a new one at 20 bucks ea. I put a couple moving blankets on front of bed to keep from
scratching up the cab,cause when lifting the bed it tends to tilt that way a little. I got my 3 strong
sons and me,one on each corner. I don't think I left anything out for removal of the bed,also I

have several pictures posted on this page of what it looks like with the bed off,so what do you
think so far? I think you are a awesome helpful person and I really appreciate your willingness
to help me and others by providing complete and accurate information which saves people a lot
of money. Thank You again so much. I will follow your instructions next week and let you know
how it goes. I set aside a couple days as I will not have help but, I do have access to a winch
and a garage to replace the pump. Good deal. My pump went out intermittently over a period of
1 year,sometimes started,sometimes not and got worse as time went on. Also don't worry about
marking the 2 fuel lines on the top of the sender assembly,they are 2 different sizes. I used my
shop vac reversing it to blow all crap off,then used a rag to wipe all around and blow off again.
Once you get it back together,reinstall fuel pump fuse,turn key on wait 5 seconds,turn key
off,repeat times,this will prime your fuel line,then it should start right up. Thank You Stevieray
for additional information. I replaced the fuel filter about 2, miles ago when I did the gears in the
rearend. So, today I followed you instructions and pulled the bed off the truck. The pump
housing has Factory sticker with date. Amazing : siphoned all gas out of tank and inspected it.
Very clean, front to back. Wiped out plastic baffle that pump sits in and found some black
plastic but, no metal or dirt. It is a superior kit from rockauto and not the cheapest one.. Only
need 2 more years and 15, miles then I have permanent monthly income.. I have ordered another
backup replacement pump. I know this is taking a chance but, money is tight for the next 2
years. I purged the pump a few times and it started right. No, drop in pressure after new pump
was installed. The prime is now 40 psig and does not drop upon startup. Not sure if the
regulator is just working like its suppose to or if old pump was the cause of momentary
pressure drop on engine start. Will put bed back on tomorrow. Its still a lot of work to pull the
bed but, unless a person is going to replace the Fill neck hoses, pulling the bed is the way to
go. When re-installing the bed,eye-ball it real good and make sure its sitting on the line-up
tabs,move as needed to get it straight as you can,before tightening the 6 screws,look down both
sides of the truck from the front and the rear.. Good Luck,sounds like you got er done now! Yes
- Done Now! Back brakes are in great shape. I really appreciate your help!!!! Thank You So
Much. Have a Great Christmas. So I put a manual starter button and prime it. Very good! Now
the brakes are easy,I just changed the front and rear Ceramic brakes after 83, miles on the old
set? Yes these Triton Engines have very close tolerances and my manual states to use 5W30
premium MotorCraft oil, but they changed it later to run 5W I've ran it all,, miles,still going and
don't use hardly any oil when I run 20W50! Thank you for detail on all about, oil and brakes.
Done many brake jobs, just like you suggest. I did not know about the warping of new rotors
but, make since. My favorite shows though are, Lone Ranger and the original Superman. Only
get to see them when I'm in Calif on holidays. Looking at the stars in the Desert and watching
Coyotes at night. Again, Thanks for your help and insight. I watch them all as stated above. I
remember when I was around 14 or so,we had channels 3,9,18,36,and maybe one more channel
transmitting from Charlotte,NC with a set of rabbit ears on top the TV,Black and White Picture
Only,no color! Merry Christmas Stevieray4, update after replacing my fuel pump and mile round
trip. After about 30 stop and starts over the last week it appears my truck is fixed. It was, as you
suggested from the start, bad fuel pump. Changing oil, aligning front tires, changing coolant
and looking at front brake pads I remember about turning rotors if I do pads this weekend. Much
better life when your favorite truck works and runs great! Alright,that's a headache gone now!
Glad you got er done and all is good. I haven't driven my Truck in about a week or so,been
driving my ole Camry around,but gonna switch to the F probably tomorrow. Guru5S answered 3
years ago. A crank and no run situation can be a chip or chip key battery issue. Anita answered
2 years ago. I have a F 5. Will crank, but not start. Not showing any codes. Any ideas? Drove the
scenic route home mi , no issues at all, parked it in the drive, went back out a few hours later,
would crank, but not start. A friend helped me with my daughter car a week and half later and
was telling him about my truck. Had no issues for a a little over a week. Left it there for 2 days,
trying to start it each day a few time. Finally called a tow truck, as trailer I was gonna use didn't
fall thru. Drove it to the shop, they cannot diagnose it, nor find any issues as to what could be
causing it. I'm at a loss! I don't think it's the FPDM. Ford should have corrected that by now
started that in ,should have stand-offs now so it's not directly mounted flat on the frame so it
won't rust or crack. GuruYN5RJ answered 2 years ago. I am not sure why it did that. It all checks
out. Yes to all th3 above. Even took it to the shop and had them lol a it. They had it for a week.
Fund nothing wrong, just like I didn't. I'm sending you a video link,copy and paste it,watch the
video all the way through.. I haven't had the opportunity to look any further into it Had some
family medical issues come up. I didn't look at the video, cause we checked the mounting area
and where the fuse goes. Not burned or corroded. FishFace51 answered 2 years ago. Any
suggestions on how to fix this? Report Follow. Mark helpful. Best Answer Mark helpful. You
turn the key and you get that sickening feeling in your stomach. Often a simple fix will get you

back on the road fast, and you can avoid calling a tow truck. Sorry, but making promises to your
truck will not convince it to start. It wants to see more effort on your part first. When you turn
the key and hear the click-click-click sound we all know to well, your battery is dead. The
magnetic field keeps on failing, so the solenoid spring keeps on snapping back. Turn your
headlights on and switch them to high beam. Do they shine brightly and stay bright after about
15 seconds? If yes, leave them on and turn the key again. Sometimes the extra current draw of
headlights through a poor battery terminal connection will make the engine start. Try it. You
might get lucky. If it does start, make plans to clean those battery terminals soon. If instead the
headlights immediately dim when you turn the key it means the battery is dead. Try jump
starting it. Wear safety goggles, because batteries can explode and will blow acid and plastic
shrapnel at you with great force. Possibly you have a bad solenoid or a bad starter motor. If you
can see the starter motor, tap on it firmly, but not with deadly force. Then try turning the key
again. If still no luck, you can have somebody hold the key on start while you tap on the starter.
Many times, that will jar a bad starter motor loose and make it start the engine. What to do?
When you first turn the key can you hear the electric fuel pump inside the gas tank come on and
run for three to five seconds? If not, then listen closely near the fuel filler cap as somebody else
turns the key from off to run, but not all the way to start. Get a rubber mallet and bang sharply
on the bottom of the fuel tank as your helper cranks the engine over. Many times, the banging
will jar a stuck fuel pump loose and make it run. Obviously, you want to be sure the truck is in
park in neutral for a standard transmission , the parking brake is on, and that your helper has
his foot on the brakes. Locate the fuel pump relay inside the fuse box and replace it with a good
one. Where can you find a known good relay at a time like this? Perhaps you might take one
from the windshield wipers. You will find several. Check them all, and if you find a bad one,
substitute it with a known good fuse from an accessory with the same capacity fuse. Do not
insert a fuse with a higher rating. The reason for checking fuses is that the PCM ECM in some
trucks powers the fuel pump relay, and that particular circuit within the PCM has a separate fuse
that powers it. This is one of those things that takes less time to do than it takes to explain. It
means the problem is not lack of fuel. Suspect lack of spark. Many things will cause that on a
modern truck with fuel injection and electronic ignition, as those two systems share some
common data sources like the crankshaft position sensor and a camshaft position sensor.
Trouble shooting can be involved, so all a novice can reasonably do is locate all the fuses that
power the ECM and check them all. Hope you find a bad one. If the engine turns over too fast
like it has no compression, it has mechanical damage. Most commonly a timing belt that has
broken or a timing chain that has slipped. Either one is very involved to check and repair. If the
engine was running perfectly last time you drove it, suspect a bad timing belt. When you turn an
engine off, as it approaches its final stopping point it will turn backwards a few degrees from
hitting engine compression. If you have a worn-out timing belt, that backwards motion can
shear off a few belt teeth, causing your truck not to start next time. You were past due for a timi
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ng belt replacement anyway, so now you have to do it. Get our latest news, features, photos
and highlights sent right to your inbox. Sign up below for the WheelScene newsletter.
Customize your newsletter experience by choosing the types of vehicles you're interested in:.
We would love to showcase it. If you are going to be in the market for a new truck this
September, you are going to have a mind boggling selection of new pickup trucks to choose
from. The Ford Ranger hasn't been produced for the North American market since Impressed
with global sales, Ford is bringing the small truck back. The Volkswagen Atlas is a big,
comfortable family hauler that offers plenty of tech, good looks, and upscale amenities. If you're
interested in knowing how to make a truck louder, you have a lot of options to get that volume
and rumble you crave. Bud Scannavino August 8, You May Also Enjoy:. Compact Cars. Small
Cars. Quick Find Select make Select model Tell Us Your Story. Advertisement Advertisement.

